
Baby giraffe in hot air balloon wall decal

Manufacturer: Ambiance-sticker
Reference:col-sand-A508

Price: 59.00€ 34.90€
Offer valid from 25/09/2023 to 09/02/2060

Options:
Size (HxL) : 80 x 60 cm (32 x 24 in.), 95 x 70 cm (38 X 28 .in) (+ 10.00€), 105 x 80 cm (41,3 x 31,5 in.) (+
20.00€), 120 x 90 cm (47.3 x 37.4 in.) (+ 30.00€), 135 x 100 cm (54 X 40 .in) (+ 40.00€), 145 x 110 cm (+
50.00€), 160 x 120 cm (+ 60.00€)
Finishing : Matt, Shiny
Direction : Normal, Reverse

Description:
Animals wall decals for your interior decoration!

These animals wall decals and this _nameofproduct_ can give you ideas for decorating.

 

 

Dimensions of children's stickers :

https://www.ambiance-sticker.com/en/baby-giraffe-in-hot-air-balloon-wall-decal-xml-420_369_3348-42339.html


 

This children's room decoration sticker consists of: 1 baby giraffe sticker in a hot air balloon, 2 cloud
stickers and 30 star stickers.

 

 

The board measures H80 x L60 cm, the baby giraffe in hot air balloon sticker measures H80 x L50 cm,
the cloud sticker measures H16.5 x L30 cm and the largest star sticker measures H13 x L8.5 cm

 

The board measures H120 x L90 cm, the baby giraffe in hot air balloon sticker measures H120 x L75 cm,
the cloud sticker measures H25 x L45 cm and the largest star sticker measures H20 x L12 cm

 

The board measures H160 x L120 cm, the baby giraffe in hot air balloon sticker measures H160 x L100
cm, the cloud sticker measures H35 x L60 cm and the largest star sticker measures H25 x L17 cm

    Where can I stick this wall sticker? 

This wall sticker will be perfect on any wall of your flat or in your kids bedroom!

How to put a wall decal



Technical specification

 

Vinyl brand: Avery Dennison® 500 Event Film Matt / Orafol Orajet® 3164-XMRA matt Lifetime:  5 years
Thickness: 0,1 mm Removable: yes. It does not damage the wall Waterproof: yes Washable with water:
yes Resistance to solvents: yes Toxic: no Flammable: no (norm NF P 92-501 - M1) Smell: none Type of
adhesive: acrylic glue Temperature resistance: From -40 to 85°C Origin: Made in France and Belgium

 

* Applies to all our vinyl printed and cut. Not applicable for blackboards, luminescent, whiteboards and other kind of material/span



Link to the product

https://www.ambiance-sticker.com/en/baby-giraffe-in-hot-air-balloon-wall-decal-xml-420_369_3348-42339.html

